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16 May 2019 
 
Dear Parents/Carers 
 
As many of you will be aware, yesterday we received the extremely worrying news that one of                 
our students was missing from home. I am so relieved to let you know that the student was                  
found and returned home to her family yesterday evening. 
 
I would like to thank all of you who helped with searches and shared well wishes with the family. 
 
There are always many contributing factors as to why children feel that they need to get away or                  
escape. One of the most prevalent is related to the pressures put on them by society and the                  
need to be perceived as a certain type of person. 
  
Teenagers today are surrounded by and have easy access to an enormous volume of material               
on social media which can ‘normalise’ many behaviours and relationships which many of us              
would object to and find completely inappropriate. 
 
Please can I urge you to pay close and regular attention to your child’s social media activity and                  
make yourselves aware of the dangers and risks they are potentially taking? Please refer to the                
presentation that was circulated last year after our Online Safely Evening for more information              
and the safety measures you can use to help protect your child. 
 
In addition, the ways in which teenagers are communicating with one another and the content of                
their communication could also be a cause of concern. Do you know what your child is viewing                 
or sharing with others? I would suggest the students should only receive and send content that                
you as parents would approve of and therefore, would encourage random checks of their social               
media activity. 
 
As a school, we will be addressing all of the above with our students again in the very near                   
future. I would also really appreciate your support in helping to keep our Tring community happy                
and safe by paying close attention to your child’s online safety. 
 
Kind regards 
 
 
 
 
Sally Ambrose 
Head of School 
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